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Ambiguous, sensual, coquette, and suggestive: the one thousand fashion drawing poses in this book are a deep journey into the wealth of possibilities for illustrating male and
female bodies, and designersâ€™ capacity to transmit sensations with an ever so slight flick of the wrist. 1,000 Poses in Fashion compiles all the usual fashion poses and
illustrated features, represented in full color, supplemented by the many variations of each pose, in black and white. The poses show the effects of the way in which the clothes
sit on the models, guiding the reader in aspects such as how to give proportion or volume to a garment. 1,000 Poses in Fashion is an essential reference for photographers,
fashion designers, illustrators, models, and art directors who are interested in corporal expression in relation to fashion.
Demon, the President of The Soldiers of Wrath MC, is a vicious bastard, a heartless killer, and has no regrets about any of the violent things he does in life. It is how he survives,
and how he keeps his club and his men safe. Deanna Monte has stayed in the life of her drug addicted, low-life father since her mother passed away. She may hate her dad, but
after her mother's dying wish for Deanna to not give up on him, she knows she can't walk away. When Deanna is given to Demon as payment for her father's debt, she fights with
everything inside of her and refuses to submit. But she's never met a man like Demon, a cruel man that is big and powerful and can take her life as easily as he breathes. She
shouldn't want him the way she does, not after he takes her away from her life, refusing to let her go, and tells her that she is his now. But she does, and that frightens her most
of all.
Who needs more than bikes and willing women? Not Cutter. Until he meets Greta, a former biker princess who turned her back on club life. She challenges him every step of the
way, and Cutter doesn't tolerate disobedience. Greta lives by one rule: No Bikers. She didn't escape her father's MC and build a new life for herself just to be brought down by a
dirty biker. Not even a hot, domineering man like Cutter could change her mind. Cutter is ready to play dirty. In their battle of wills, he begins to master her deepest desires. Can
she find the inner strength to submit to him? Meanwhile, a danger from the past lurks in the shadows—ready to pounce. Cutter's Claim is a steamy, standalone bad boy biker
romance with plenty of heat. Looking to ride in the fast lane? Rev it up with one click.
?Owen “Onyx” Walsh tried to stop me from being great. Pity he didn’t know I'm more determined than a bull. He’s a dream-blocking jerk and I can’t stand his stupid freckled
face. We despise each other, that much is clear. That’s why I’m spun confused when he starts looking at me like he doesn’t. I’m not a size two with a tiny waist, nor do I have
bright blue eyes or perky tits—you know, the type he loves hanging around—so why does he want to be around me all of a sudden? Oh, right, because I tried to be nice to him
once and made the mistake of fibbing to my family that he’s my boyfriend. Now he’s like a plague I can’t get rid of—not that I’ve been trying too hard. ? I tried to stop him from
winning my heart. Pity I didn’t know he's more determined than a starving lion. PLEASE NOTE: This is not a true MC romance. All MC happenings takes place off-page. This is
not a dark romance. This is not an erotica. Written in first-person present tense. Contains mature content. Tags: interracial romance, BBW, curvy woman romance, fun romance
As the daughter of a drug dealer, Wavy knows not to trust people, not even her own parents. It's safer to keep her mouth shut and stay out of sight. Struggling to raise her little
brother, Donal, eight-year-old Wavy is the only responsible adult around. Obsessed with the constellations, she finds peace in the starry night sky above the fields behind her
house, until one night her star gazing causes an accident. After witnessing his motorcycle wreck, she forms an unusual friendship with one of her father's thugs, Kellen, a
tattooed ex-con with a heart of gold. By the time Wavy is a teenager, her relationship with Kellen is the only tender thing in a brutal world of addicts and debauchery. When
tragedy rips Wavy's family apart, a well-meaning aunt steps in, and what is beautiful to Wavy looks ugly under the scrutiny of the outside world. Kellen may not be innocent, but
he is the fixed point in Wavy and Donal's chaotic universe. Instead of playing it safe, Wavy has to learn to fight for Kellen, for her brother, and for herself. About the Author Bryn
Greenwood is a fourth-generation Kansan, one of seven sisters, and the daughter of a mostly reformed drug dealer. She earned a MA in Creative Writing from Kansas State
University. She is the New York Times bestselling author of the novels The Reckless Oath We Made, All the Ugly and Wonderful Things, Last Will, and Lie Lay Lain. She lives in
Lawrence, Kansas. Industry Reviews New York Times bestseller USA Today bestseller
There are millions of new motorcyclists hitting the blacktop every year. But being part of the American motorcycle culture takes more than just wanting to be cool. It takes a
passion for the open road, freedom, and a lifestyle that even the best financing cant buy. This book, by someone who knows motorcycles as few do, provides a road map to biker
culture for anyone new to the experience. Jay Barbieri explains everything a new rider needs to know to become a real biker. He begins with a brief history of motorcycles, and
draws on his twenty-five years of riding experience for examples of what works and doesn't in this heady world. Most of all, he aims to spare new bikers the bad decisions
neophytes typically make. With hundreds of motorcycle trips under his belt, there is not a mistake Barbieri hasn't made or a situation he hasn't encountered. By sharing the
sometimes comical outcomes, he gives the new biker a head start to become more comfortable, credible, and knowledgeable about joining a community that is as much a part of
American culture as baseball, hotdogs and apple pie.
In this colorful, hilarious graphic novel, a postman's bland routine turns into an oddball cosmic adventure when he starts a new route in the far reaches of the galaxy. A New York
Public Library Best Book for 2020 Selected for the Little Maverick Reading List Bob is a dedicated and deadpan mail carrier, dedicated to making his deliveries no matter what.
So he remains unfazed when assigned a new postal route that takes his space ship to new and surprising planets-- including one shaped like a bone, which is full of cosmic dogs
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who just can't wait to get a tasty bite out of a postman. The colorful art features intriguing and charming extraterrestrials, from a giant blue farmer to a small cactus-like creature,
and cinematic views of awe-inspiring alien landscapes. Bob's adventures to make his five deliveries are as harrowing as they are hilarious in this award-winning graphic novel,
perfect for fans of Jeff Smith's Bone comics. A Junior Library Guild Gold Standard Selection
One thing I can say with certainty is that I have not had a dull life. I have been shot twice, stabbed, blown up, bitten by a rattlesnake and by a scorpion, plus had numerous car
and motorcycle accidents...I've even been married twice. Here is the true-life story of Richard "Deadeye" Hayes in all its bad-ass, balls-to-the-wall glory. This is a man who stole a
machine gun before he was seven and lost his left eye when a good friend shot him in the face. As a member--and then president--of the infamous Los Valientes Motorcycle
Club, he broke more laws and had more fun than any six of the coolest guys you know. Butch told me the club had a hard time deciding whether to vote me in or kill me.I always
hoped he was kidding. One of the last true Outlaw Bikers, Deadeye knows what it means to be a man, take shit from no one, and have tattoos that actually say something.
Riding, drug dealing, and sending men to the hospital with his bare hands, Deadeye made himself a legend among bikers--all the while making sure his daughters never got
mixed up with guys like him. I've always been of the belief that bikers are born, not made. Real bikers, that is. We must have an extra gene or something that gives us this I'll-livelike-I-want-whether-you-approve-of-it-or-not-and-fuck-your-rules attitude. In his own words, Deadeye tells it all. From earning his colors with an outlaw motorcycle club to his
steady diet of drugs, sex, violence, and crime, this is his story: true to life, yet larger than life, and full throttle all the way. Richard "Deadeye" Hayes grew up in St. Paul,
Minnesota, and learned at an early age that the confines of school and authority bored him. To alleviate this minor problem, he created much larger ones such as bar fights,
gunfights, knife fights, fistfights, drugs, drug dealers, drug dealing, and dealing in stolen goods. It is an understatement to say that Deadeye enjoys adventure and values a sense
of humor. He currently serves as president of the Los Valientes Motorcycle Club. He lives in South St. Paul, Minnesota. Mary Gardner is the author of Salvation Run, Boat
People, and two other novels. A former Woodrow Wilson Fellow with a master's degree in English from the University of Chicago, she teaches at the Loft, a community writing
center in Minneapolis. Her shorter work has been published in The New York Times, Minneapolis Star-Tribune, Pittsburgh Post-Gazette, and Friends Journal. In the winter she
lives in St. Paul; she spends summers in her cabin in northwestern Minnesota. "Colorful, fast-paced and fun." --Kirkus Reviews "Surely Deadeye Hayes has defied all actuarial
tables to live long enough to write Outlaw Biker. I read an advance copy of this memoir at full throttle with fascination equal to passing an especially grisly wreck on the highway.
The writing possesses sureness, authenticity, and maybe even a touch of poetry. If you have a rebellious teenage daughter, don't read this book any time soon. This may just be
the best book ever written by an author who's been shot twice, stabbed once, and bitten by a rattlesnake!" --Geoffrey Leavenworth, author of Isle of Misfortune
"The history of the East Bay Dragons Motorcycle Club, an all-black, all-Harley, all-chopper group of motorcyclists in Oakland, California. Written by the club's founder and
president, it presents an often-untold portion of African-American history"-Provided by publisher.
SubmitTaken by the Biker BillionaireSmutpire Press
Dr. James Kauffman and his wife, April, were the perfect couple: a respected endocrinologist and a beautiful radio host. But under the surface lurked a world of drugs, sex, and
biker gangs. A world Dr. Kauffman would kill to keep secret. In May 2012, April Kauffman, a well-known local radio personality and staunch advocate of military veterans rights,
was found shot to death in the bedroom of the home she shared with her husband, Dr. James Kauffman. Six years later, in the fall of 2018, Freddy Augello, a leader of the
notorious motorcycle gang the Pagans, went on trial for drug dealing and murder. He was charged with arranging the death of April Kauffman in exchange for $50,000 from her
husband, who, in addition to practicing medicine, was one of the area's most prolific drug traffickers. Told by two accomplished reporters and authors with exclusive insights and
details provided by two principal players, this is the story about one man's descent into evil and the people he took with him. It's a story about a doctor who helped flood the
streets with opioids, about a husband who hid dark secrets from his wives, and about a man so consumed with greed and arrogance that he thought he could get away with
murder.
The basis for the hit TV series Gangland Undercover! The gripping account from an ex-con who went undercover to help the ATF infiltrate three of America's most violent biker
gangs Despite lacking any experience with motorcycle gangs, Charles Falco infiltrated three of America's deadliest biker gangs: the Vagos, Mongols, and Outlaws. In separate
investigations that spanned years and coasts, Falco risked his life, suffering a fractured neck and a severely torn shoulder, working deep under cover to bring violent sociopaths
to justice. His dedication was profound; Falco spent almost three years infiltrating the Vagos gang and rose to second in command of the Victorville, California chapter. He even
served time in San Bernardino's Murder Unit and endured solitary confinement to protect his cover and the investigations. Falco recorded confessions of gangland-style killings
and nearly became a target himself before he sought refuge in the Witness Protection Program. But discontent to remain on the sidelines and motivated by a strong sense of
duty, Falco eventually left the Program and volunteer his talents again to infiltrate the Mongols and Outlaws, rising in rank to Vice President of the Petersburg, Virginia Outlaws
chapter. His efforts culminated in sixty two arrests of members for various crimes, including assault and murder. Executing one of this country's most successful RICO
prosecutions and effectively crippling the criminal enterprise, Falco's engrossing narrative of the dangers of the biker underworld harkens back to Hunter S. Thompson's classic
Hell's Angels, vividly recounting a life undercover.
When the reporters to a sex-trafficking exposâe are murdered and computer hacker Lisbeth Salander is targeted as the killer, Mikael Blomkvist, the publisher of the exposâe,
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investigates to clear Lisbeth's name.
Ever wonder how the Hells Angels got their name, or about that little demonic critter on the Pagan's patch? What about the local one-percenter motorcycle club that hangs out at
the corner bar? What goes on there? This book answers these questions and more. The One-Percenter Encyclopedia: The World of Outlaw Motorcycle Clubs from Abyss Ghosts
to Zombies Elite features concise entries that include information on founding chapters, founding dates, number of chapters and members, club and leadership biographies, and
more. This book covers all the major clubs--Hells Angels, Outlaws, Pagans, Mongols, Vagos--as well as lesser-known clubs from around the world.
In 1982, at the age of just twenty-three and halfway through her architecture studies, Elspeth Beard left her family and friends in London and set off on a 35,000-mile solo
adventure around the world on her 1974 BMW R60/6. Reeling from a recent breakup and with only limited savings from her pub job, a tent, a few clothes and some tools, all
packed on the back of her bike, she was determined to prove herself. She had ridden bikes since her teens and was well travelled. But nothing could prepare her for what lay
ahead. When she returned to London nearly two and a half years later she was stones lighter and decades wiser. She'd ridden through unforgiving landscapes and countries
ravaged by war, witnessed civil uprisings that forced her to fake documents, and fended off sexual attacks, biker gangs and corrupt police convinced she was trafficking drugs.
She'd survived life-threatening illnesses, personal loss and brutal accidents that had left permanent scars and a black hole in her memory. And she'd fallen in love with two very
different men. In an age before email, the internet, mobile phones, satnavs and, in some parts of the world, readily available and reliable maps, Elspeth achieved something that
would still seem remarkable today. Told with honesty and wit, this is the extraordinary and moving story of a unique and life-changing adventure.
HE'S HELL ON WHEELS. Tall, dark, and dangerously handsome, Zane "Tracker" Colter is the strong, silent type of tattooed muscle biker who drives women wild. But as a
master of strategy for the outlaw MC club, Sinner's Tribe, he doesn't have time to play around with groupies and biker chicks-especially when he can't stop thinking about Evie,
the girl who got away... SHE'S PLAYING WITH FIRE. Evie's been in love with Zane ever since they were children-until he broke her heart and disappeared. Now he's back in her
life, bigger and badder than ever. Zane is stunned by how beautiful and confident Evie's become, using her artistic talent to customize motorcycles. He wants her so bad, he'd
ride through fire to win her back. There's one problem: Evie is dating his deadliest rival-the leader of the Black Jacks-and if Evie and Zane hook up, there'll be hell to pay... in
Sinner's Steel. Sarah Castille's Sinner's Tribe series is: "Raw, rugged, and romantic." -Eden Bradley, New York Times bestselling author "A sexy and dangerous ride!"-Roni
Loren, New York Times bestselling author
I never should have let him bend me over... I wanted one thing from the gorgeous billionaire biker Anton Aquis—to interview him for the local newspaper. But instead of cooperating, he captured me with his
enthralling blue gaze, bent me over his knee, and spanked me. Arrogant. Jerk. The way he treated me was far from professional, but there was no denying how good it made me feel. The mix of pleasure and
pain he delivered haunted me. It consumed my mind, making me want more. He created a ravenous fire within me that only he could extinguish. I wanted him. Badly. But Anton was a dangerous man with lots
of secrets. It took everything in me to control my cravings for him, and I knew it wouldn’t be long until I lost my resolve...
Come ride with Biker George as he shares his unique daily devotionals. These witty words of humor & wisdom along with scripture on a daily basis is a great way to kick-start your day! The road of life is an
awesome adventure when we ride with Jesus & Biker George! It is Dano's hope that these “short rides” will inspire many to ride with the Lord Jesus Christ every day. These quick and short daily devotionals
are a great way to start the day especially for those who may not have the time for longer devotionals. What people are saying... Biker George is simple, direct, and taken straight from the pages of the Bible!
It's destined to be a favorite among all Christian bikers who take time to read it and reflect! Pastor Franko, Founder Biker Bible Institute and Christian Biker TV What a wonderful way to practically apply God's
Word to everyday life. It's as simple a way as toast in the morning to share the bread of life. Biker George faces life with a point of view that will benefit everyone. What a wonderful way to share the Truth. W.
Scott Creasy, International Chaplain HSMM "Having Known the real Biker George for several decades", I can attest to the fact that he remains in the wind 24/7. The Holy Spirit is personified as wind in the
book of Acts and Biker George, AKA Dano, is a true breeze on God's wings of compassion. This devotional book represents the heart of a true believer sharing God's message with thought provoking insights
and a touch of Dano humor. Great job my friend by following Christ and putting together this devotional book. God Speed! Pastor Tony Caruso, M.L.A. & Hospice Chaplain at Wayne T Patrick Hospice House
I believe Dano has put into this book words of encouragement, faith, love and joy that will uplift everyone that reads it. A devotion for everyday with the Word of God giving more emphasis to that story of
strength to go out that day and accomplish all that God has for you. I love the way Dano uses Biker George as an example that we are victorious in every area of our life. You will be blessed from the start of
your devotion to the end. From January to December. Dano, thank you for allowing God to use you in writing this devotional book for the entire family. Billy Gowan, Senior Pastor at Life Church of Monroe The
author of these precious devotional thoughts is like a son to me. I would say that it is his steadfast consecration to Christ that has helped him to discover ways to influence others for the cause of Christ. He is
one of our Father’s very special messengers, willing to travel the world in Jesus’ name, on a two-wheeler, three-wheeler, four-wheeler, or with no-wheels down. Let me assure you that giving a brief moment
every day to “In The Wind with Biker George” will lighten your heart and give you insights into Dano’s heart. Read a daily devotional and be refreshed and blessed! Author Don Atkin I first connected with
Dano Janowski several years back through our mutual love and passion for God's gift of contemporary music - created and performed by artists/bands of a Judeo-Christian faith & worldview. He has willingly
posted several of my contemporary music resources at www.newsongonline.org. Another passion of Dano's - in fact, his very lifestyle - is as a biker. He has a God-given passion for reaching those in the
biker culture with the Gospel of Jesus Christ. His devotional book will go a long towards doing just that. Frank Rasenberger, Pastor of the Lutheran Church of Australia & Coordinator of Live at the Chapel
Australasia
--- There is freedom in blacking boots for the right man. --- Jake. Kings of Hell MC Prospect. Obedient. Desperate for approval. Vars. Dominant. Stern. Undead. Jake is itching to become a patched member of
the Kings of Hell MC. For two years he's toiled as the only prospect. So when a new guy swans in and thinks he'll get a patch in no time just because he's got friends in high places, Jake is there to stand in
his way. Only that the guy is older, more experienced, drives a Harley, and has the kind of boots Jake craves to lick. But he won't. Because he only fucks patches. Vars is ready to find a new home in the
Kings of Hell MC after a messy relationship led him straight to hell. In comparison, the pretty, blue-eyed prospect could be just the pleasant rebound he needs. The boy is a brat, but that could be amended
with a firm hand and a gag. If only Jake was ready to admit to his submissive needs, Vars would gladly take him under his wing. That is, until he finds out something inhuman resides inside of Jake. Vars
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didn’t cheat death only to call out to it again. But stuck together in one room, keeping each other’s secrets, they might just have to become allies, no matter how unwilling. Because if there is something Vars
can’t resist, it’s a boy with pleading eyes. * “You are mine now, boy. This room is soundproof. No one will hear you scream.” “Yes, sir. My body is yours.” * POSSIBLE SPOILERS: Themes: motorcycle
club, alternative lifestyles, demons, monster, tattoos, secrets, crime, self-discovery, gothic, fresh start, submission, stalking, PTSD, May/December, self-acceptance, enemies to lovers, Daddy/boy, body horror
Genre: Dark, paranormal M/M romance Scorching hot, emotional, explicit scenes, BDSM Length: ~130,000 words (Book 3 in the series) WARNING: This story contains scenes of violence, offensive
language, and morally ambiguous characters.
Levi Candy, the poster boy for selfish brats, is on a twisted mission to seduce his straight best friend Josh Stephenson; a handsome, honest and all-round nice guy--unlike Levi who has plenty of dark secrets
lurking in his closet.One of Levi's secrets is his alter ego Candy Boy, a pseudonym he uses online to post raunchy pictures and dish the dirty details about all his steamy encounters. He cannot wait to give
Josh the dubious honour of being the star of his next sexy story. But Levi has forgotten one thing... he isn't the only person who knows how to play dirty.Curious Candy is a twisty, trashy delight. It resides in a
zone beyond love and sweetness, and is designed to tempt, tease, and push the characters past their breaking point.
AN INNOCENT WOMAN IS ABOUT TO TAKE A RIDE ON THE WILD SIDEBBW reporter Zoe Delacourte thinks she's found the perfect story to make her career when she stumbles across Jax Traeger and
Hunter Ericksen - bad boys from the wrong side of the tracks, running the notorious motorcycle club, the Kings of Asphalt. Some might call them bad men. They have wicked rides and rap sheets but all Zoe
sees is two incredibly hot men and she can't stop herself from falling head over heels.Jax and Hunter they don't see a fat girl - they see a sexy woman they can't wait to have in their arms. But loving them
might just get Zoe killed.Motorcycle club hot romance - suitable age range: adultKings of Asphalt is a novella of approximately 41,000 words and the first book in the Club Chrome series.The Club Chrome
series by Alexx Andria: Kings of Asphalt All Dogs BiteUp In FlamesExcerpt: "A brunette with curves...I like. It's as if Dimas read my mind."Zoe whirled at the sound of the sultry voice at her back and she found
herself staring at the most sinfully handsome man she'd ever seen. Lounging like a giant jungle cat on the worn black leather sofa, Jax Traeger's stare burned two holes into her soul as he regarded her with
open interest. Goodness, he was handsome...in a dirty, I-will-likely-break-your-heart-and-ruin-your-credit sort of way. She hadn't expected that. Talk about being blindsided. There'd been precious few pictures
of Jax on the Internet. It seemed the bad boy was camera shy, go figure. "I-I'm sorry...I think your guy got the wrong idea..."One black slash of a brow went up in question and he leaned forward, saying,
"Which would be?""The idea that I'm...oh, I don't know...um, available for..." Shut up, you idiot! This was what deep cover was all about! Right. Inhaling a discreet, stabilizing breath, she straightened and
braved a smile as she sauntered over to Jax, ignoring the flutters in her belly as his gaze darkened with interest. "Available for just anyone.""Oh? Isn't that the whole idea behind being a whore?""A ww-hore?
Excuse me? I'm not-""You're not what?" His smile slowly faded. "Then you're not from Dimas and if that's the case...just who are you?"Oh crap. Her damn mouth. "I-I just mean...well, of course, I'm from
Dimas. I was just taken aback for a minute. I mean, well, I wasn't sure I was in the right place." Faster than she could react, he had her pressed up against the wood paneling, crowding her personal space
and sending her heartrate through the roof. He smelled of leathers, a cool midnight ride, and the faint wisp of alcohol clinging to the edge as if as a reminder that his angelic face and body was simply a ruse
to lure unsuspecting women to their doom. It should've repulsed her - truly, bad boys weren't to her tastes - but she was oddly, and dangerously thrilled by the threat of caged violence she saw in his eyes and
could see rippling through his biceps as he pressed forward. Was he going to ravage her right there like a modern day pirate or simply punt her outside the doors with a growled warning? Was she crazy for
hoping - for a wild, irresponsible moment - that he would choose to grind those sensual lips across hers as punishment for daring to breach their inner sanctum? Yeah, don't answer that. She already knew - it
was fucking lunanc
Liam Hamilton. The mysterious billionaire who is no more than a shadow. Are the rumors true? Does he actually exist? Michelle isn't usually the adventurous type. Tonight, however, is an exception to the
rule. After her boss kept her late and ruined the plans she had laid out for the evening she is determined to prove to herself that he doesn't own her. Stopping at the nearest bar, she quickly finds herself in
foreign territory. The outside wall is lined with motorcycles, and inside their riders. "Just a quick drink," she tells herself before swallowing the lump in her throat. Little does Michelle know that her stop is going
to be anything but quick. She's soon going to find herself taking orders from the mysterious billionaire, and she's going to be doing it all night long.
The story of outlaw biker Edward Winterhalder and what happened when the Quebec-based Rock Machine gang became a chapter of the American-based Bandidos.
From New York Times bestselling author of The Dollar Series comes the first novel in a dark romance duet. She is a woman divided. Her past, present, and future are as twisted as the lies she's lived for the
past eight years. Desperate to get the truth, she must turn to the one man who may also be her greatest enemy . . . He is the president of Pure Corruption MC. A heartless biker and retribution-deliverer. He
accepts no rules, obeys no one, and lives only to reap revenge on those who wronged him. And now he has stolen her, body and soul. Can a woman plagued by mystery fall in love with the man who refuses
to face the truth? And can a man drenched in darkness forgo his quest for vengeance-and finally find redemption? RUIN & RULE is a full-length book at 436 pages and ends on a cliffhanger. Cleo and Kill's
story continues in SIN & SUFFER.

DIVIn The One Percenter Code, best-selling Motorbooks author and editor of Easyriders magazine Dave Nichols takes up where he left off in One Percenter: The Legend of The
Outlaw Bikers. Nichols takes readers inside the world of outlaw motorcycle clubs and pulls back the secretive curtain on the biker lifestyle. He explores the concept of
brotherhood, ultimately arriving at a new definition of family and community in the process. Being a member of a one percenter motorcycle club requires extreme discipline; in this
book, Nichols shows us what that life offers in return./div Nichols delves into the one percenter code of conduct and honor and finds something that is sorely lacking in modern
society. In this book, he shows us how we can apply those values in our own lives. The world of the outlaw biker has its own rough-hewn rules of order, and The One Percenter
Code acts as a guidebook to that truth-, honor-, and brotherhood-based world.
Mountain Bike magazine has everything for the mountain bike enthusiast, from the best mountain bike and equipment reviews to a trail database with the recommended MTB
trails.
The path to business success is an open road and you'd better be ready for anything! What do businesspeople and entrepreneurs have in common with bikers? More than you'd
suspect. The freedom of hitting the open road is a concrete extension of the need for freedom that encourages entrepreneurs to start businesses. The desire to succeed in
business by doing it your own way is no different than the desire to hit the road and plot your own course on two wheels. The Biker's Guide to Business explores these parallels
and offers hard-won business wisdom specially suited for Business Bikers who do it their way-whether out on the highways or in the corporate boardroom. Introduces DeVille's
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Navigation Process that helps you develop your own action plan for achieving your own unique vision of success Shows you how to tailor a road map to guide your personal
journey from where you are now to where you want to be tomorrow Uses biker terminology, analogies, and parallels to communicate real business wisdom Though written to
appeal to bikers, the book is a handy business guide for anyone willing to take the ride Whether or not you're a biker, the passion to ride is the same passion that pushes people
to succeed professionally by taking their own path. Hop on, rev up, and succeed.
Do you like plain vanilla sex, sobriety, and a sense of normalcy? Then this book isn't for you. In the tradition of Naked Lunch, Fear & Loathing in Las Vegas and Catch 22, comes
a bizarre black comedy about power trips, insanity, and the dark side of sex. Brian Whitney – a dissolute, dead broke, alcoholic writer in Portland, Maine – is hired to ghostwrite
the memoirs of Dylan, a deranged, fantastically wealthy sex addict, who lives in Samoa with his two female sex slaves. Dylan’s had a profound spiritual awakening during a
vision quest he went on with a local tribe. He thinks he met God. Actually, he thinks he met God and had sex with Him. Raped Him, in fact. Working with Dylan is the job
Whitney’s been waiting for. He can hardly wait to get started. There’s only one catch. Well, two catches. One is that Whitney must travel to Samoa, to hear Dylan’s stories, to
live as Dylan does, drunk and high for days on end, with his own personal sex slave, so he can understand the world how Dylan sees it. Two is he must bring with him a
photograph of an aging former porn star, nude, passed out, and wearing a moose hat. Whitney can get the photograph. But can he really live as Dylan does? Can he bring
himself to take possession of another person, a slave so abject she will carry out every command, no matter how humiliating? What follows is a strange journey into the dark
heart of man, in particular one man who lives as an all-powerful god upon the earth. “Brian Whitney’s first novel is weird, surreal, and at times so laugh-out-loud funny that you
will cough up your breakfast. Imagine if Hunter Thompson and William S. Burroughs went upriver in a Navy patrol boat to visit Colonel Kurtz from Apocalypse Now. The result
would be a lot like Raping the Gods.” -Patrick Quinlan, bestselling author of Sexbot, Smoked, and All Those Moments
Harmony makes no excuses for who she is or what she's done. For the past few years she's been living as a club girl for the Brothers by Blood MC. The club girls are there for a
purpose - to cook, to clean and to keep the men happy. She respects the club, respects the men and she follows the rules. Watching the men walk in and out of her life is
strangely comforting, and a feeling she's grown accustomed to. With a history of disappointments and false promises, all she wants is to have fun, play music and finish college.
Being associated with the club, she can do that without having to risk her heart. That was until he showed up.When Kit's father stepped down as president, he took the title with
pride. The Brothers by Blood MC is his family, his home. Deciding to celebrate his new title with his brothers from a neighboring chapter, the last thing he expected was to find
Harmony - a club girl with all the makings of a perfect old lady. The stunning blonde is beautiful, strong and fiercely independent. Harmony refuses to lower the walls she's
created around her heart, but the fire inside her and her love for the club fuel his need to have her by his side, and on the back of his bike.When Harmony's safety is threatened,
Kit is determined to do whatever it takes to protect her and prove that she can trust him. But after a lifetime of broken promises, will it be enough?
Dano's hope is that the Biker George Books will be like a fresh breeze from the Holy Spirit in a hot desert. When you feel that fresh breeze of the Holy Spirit, listen to it and think
of how the Lord loves you so much and wants to hang out with you. The whole reason for Biker George Real Life Biker Stories is is for everyone to see that God can save
anyone. There is no sin so bad that God won’t forgive you! Anyone who calls on the name of the Lord will be saved! • REAL LIFE BIKER STORIES • LIST OF BIKER
CHURCHES IN 50 STATES • ENCOURAGING SCRIPTURES + MORE! WHAT PEOPLE ARE SAYING... • I highly recommend this! Loaded with testimonies from many who
have experienced the life-changing effects of meeting Jesus Christ. ~ Marty Dunkerly, Senior Pastor Set Free Church & Intl President of HSMM • This book shows you can have
victories over these obstacles through Jesus Christ.~ Billy Gowan, Senior Pastor Life Church of Monroe • I recommend this Book & Dano as THE REAL DEAL! Lover of Jesus &
Lover of people. ~ Tony Caruso, Served as Hospice Chaplain, Pastor, & Missionary 40 + yrs • Reading that we are not alone in the challenges we face, make these testimonies
very valuable for all readers. ~ RideOn, Haemmer, European President of Ambassadors for Jesus Christ MM • Biker George makes the Gospel real. ~ Senior Pastor Mikey Seay,
Biker Church USA - Columbia • If you like to ride & love Jesus, you can’t miss with this newest Biker George book. ~ Franko, Biker Bible Institute, Biker Church USA, Biker TV
There’s a storm raging outside. But the one raging in my heart is far worse… I’ve always had fond memories of my family’s ranch, mostly of the time I’ve spent there with my
stepbrothers, Andy and Blair. We’ve always gotten along well, and they’re so hot that I’ve often found myself wondering exactly what was hidden below those dirty farm clothes.
As it turns out, I’m about to find out the answer to that question. A tornado caught us out in the open, forcing us down into an old storm shelter far away from where anyone could
hear us scream. And that’s a good thing. Because trapped in here with my stepbrothers, I just can’t help myself. I have to know what’s it’s like to be with them—both of them—in
the dirtiest, most intimate of ways. I have to let them take me. After all, I never could back down from a dare…
I know the baddest motorcycle club president around. He’s hot, he’s covered in tattoos, and he’s vicious enough to make any woman weak in the knees. His name is Gray.
He’s my stepbrother. And that’s the only reason I haven’t given in to my desires yet. But tonight is going to be different. Tonight, I’m in a tight black dress I just know will get his
attention. And once Gray sets his eyes on something, there’s no dissuading him. If he wants me, he’ll take me. And that’s exactly what I’m counting on.
DIVAnyone who rides a motorcycle lives, to some degree, in the margins of society. Where members of the herd drive Toyota Camrys and hipster hatchbacks, bikers opt for
Harley-Davidsons, Triumphs, and Ducatis, putting themselves out there like raised middle fingers thrust at the ordinary citizens of the world. And just as a motorcyclistâ€™s ride is
an affront to the sensibilities of the meek and the conventional, so too is the ink on his or her skin. Tattoos have long been an integral part of this culture, the result of the
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overwhelming number of ex-military men who formed the nucleus of the postwar outlaw motorcycle club scene. These soldiers, sailors, and marines returned from war with
statements etched in ink upon their bodies, and they continued that tradition when they formed the clubs that came to define motorcycle culture. In 1000 Biker Tattoos,
motorcycle photographer Sara Liberte celebrates this most personal of art forms by capturing the wild abandon of the motorcycle lifestyle as expressed through tattoo work.
Featuring 1,000 photos of tattoos and the artwork used to create them, along with profiles of the most renowned tattoo artists in the biker community, this book provides an
unprecedented window into the most intimate aspect of motorcycle culture./div
Silas is book 1 of the Death Knells MC trilogy. Books 2 and 3, Silas the Outlaw and Silas the Beast are available everywhere now! Biker. Outlaw. Bad boy. Killer? On his
deathbed, my MC president made me swear to keep his daughter safe. But marrying the girl is a dangerous mistake. She's in my house now – and I can't keep my hands off of
her. Which is how she ended up pregnant with my baby. JESSA Silas has always done what he needed to do to survive. But I could never be with a man whose hands are
covered in innocent blood. It doesn't matter that he'd do anything to keep me safe. I don't need to be protected – I need to be free. Free from pain. Free from violence. Free from
my past. But I'm trapped in a contradiction. Because the only place I truly feel alive is on the back of Silas's bike. I can't submit to this life. I've got a bright future, far away from
here. At least, that's what I used to think. But now, every time Silas lays his hands on me… Every time he takes me to his bed and shows me what my body craves… I'm forced to
admit: I belong to him. SILAS Jessa tried to run away from the biker world. But I jumped into the deep end. I've done bad things in my time down here. Robbed. Hurt. Killed. All
for the club. For my brothers. But my sins have changed me. Marked me. I can't be near a woman anymore. Especially not one as pure and innocent as Jessa. If she gets too
close… There's no telling what I might do to her. Which is why this fake marriage is a huge mistake. I swore to her father – my dying president – that I'd protect his only daughter.
But I never expected it to come to this: Her walking through my house. Sleeping in my bed. And – God help us both – having my baby.
This book examines the reported criminal behavior of the entire spectrum of 1% biker clubs and members. It identifies the clubs whose members have been involved in criminal
behavior and classifies their behaviors as individual, group, or club- sponsored/condoned behavior. While other books examine the criminal exploits of one or more of what are
called the "Big Five" biker clubs because of their size and sophistication, or the sensational crimes of lesser known 1% biker clubs or club members, this book pays attention to
the criminal activities of individuals, groups and chapters of other clubs as well. The book is based on journalistic accounts and autobiographies of former and present members
of biker clubs, academic/scholarly works, law enforcement/government reports, articles from newspapers and biker web sites, and a content analysis of federal and state court
cases regarding bikers and motorcycle clubs. Text enhanced with numerous photos and figures.
No one messes with The Skulls and gets away with it! The last thing Angel Marston ever wanted was be at the mercy of The Skulls. They're the local bikers and the club that
helps keep the town safe, but they have their own kind of rules. They party hard and do whatever the hell they want. But her father's debts to the club mean Angel has no choice.
Lash loves his club, but he wants a woman who hasn't slept with all the crew. Angel is just what he's looking for. She's sweet, young ... and a virgin. He wants her more than
anything and has already staked his claim on her. When Lash touches her, Angel can't help but melt. He sets fires inside her body with his wandering hands and sinful lips. She
can't say no, and she wants him desperately. But when all seems to be going so well for Angel and Lash, their pasts catch up to them. The Skulls have enemies who want the
town and their women. Lash must decide who to put first, the club or his woman. Is Angel strong enough to stand by his side when the going gets tough? And what will happen
when tragedy and pain both hit at once?
He wants me to be his submissive... I've known Michael for as long as I can remember. As my father's best friend, he's been around for everything; from my graduation to my first
naughty fantasy. What I didn't realize is that he lives in a mansion and that he's had the same forbidden thoughts about me as I have about him. He wants me tied to his bed and
exposed to do as he pleases with me. I want him, but he's made one thing clear. If we venture down this forbidden path, it'll be on his terms and I'll be his submissive.
Acclaimed as one of the most exciting books in the history of American letters, this modern epic became an instant bestseller upon publication in 1974, transforming a generation
and continuing to inspire millions. This 25th Anniversary Quill Edition features a new introduction by the author; important typographical changes; and a Reader's Guide that
includes discussion topics, an interview with the author, and letters and documents detailing how this extraordinary book came to be. A narration of a summer motorcycle trip
undertaken by a father and his son, the book becomes a personal and philosophical odyssey into fundamental questions of how to live. The narrator's relationship with his son
leads to a powerful self-reckoning; the craft of motorcycle maintenance leads to an austerely beautiful process for reconciling science, religion, and humanism. Resonant with the
confusions of existence, Zen and the Art of Motorcycle Maintenance is a touching and transcendent book of life.
When eyes meet and make two hearts beat as one, there’s no holding the reins. Lust will take a turn and gallop toward love at full speed, taking on any danger it might face
along the way. Spiro - I’m a biker in an MC located at a huge ranch which breeds both longhorns and quarter horses. I’m not just a biker, a cowboy, or a rancher, but I am a man
of many trades and talents. And one of those is to protect the one who captured my attention at first glance. Tristine - I should have issues with coming to the Iron Hot Blood
ranch; it’s where my father lost his life. But I’ve taken over his company and this farrier needs all the clients I can keep to stay afloat. Even more since there are people wreaking
havoc in an effort to take away everything I hold dear. My only chance to stay safe is to submit to the claim of the cowboy biker who jolts my heart into awareness. Unless the
chance turns into a risk, putting more lives on the line along with it. **WARNING; each book in the Cowboy Bikers MC series is a standalone short story featuring a new couple
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and can be read together or separately. Includes: Love at first sight. Off the charts chemistry. HEA. And each story will leave you wanting more cowboy bikers!**
Blade McCormick is not a nice guy.He's pure adrenaline and smells like smoke and leather--the kind of guy you look at and know he's going to be a combination of nasty and
irresistible. The moment I allowed myself to touch his hot skin and kiss his full lips, I. Was. Done.Like currency, I've become part of a transaction. Blade took me to pay off a debt.
I try to tell myself, Eve, you should hate him. He's a bad guy. But then again, I'm not a good girl. Blade's the president of the Disciples, the notorious motorcycle club. I should be
frightened, yet somehow, he doesn't scare me. If anything, I think I scare him.It takes a lot of work to become the club's Queen, but I'll stop at nothing to have the King!
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